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Proof checking guide
This guide will explain the main checks you should be making when you check your visual
proof. It is important that you check the artwork before we manufacture or print the product.
Steve Marsh Design will not be held responsible for any errors present once the visual is
approved, including spelling mistakes.
  
When you have received the design scheme, it is essential that you thoroughly check the
artwork. We recommend (if you can), to get someone else to proof check the artwork because
they may notice a mistake you have missed. Once you have approved the design, this will
allow us to begin production. 

Key Areas to check

Ab
Spelling, grammar and punctuation
Most of the time the designers at Steve Marsh Design will retype the information supplied to us by
yourself. This is why we recommend that you check the designs thoroughly for spelling, grammar
and punctuation. Example- “There, Their or they’re” 

Details
When you read through the design scheme make sure all your company’s most recent
information is correct. Check the phone number, email address and address.

Size
Check all measurements are correct on the design scheme. Example - “A4 or A5”. Also make
sure the text, pictures or logo will be easily readable as it could be too small. 

Pictures and logos resolution
If you are sending us your logo, we highly recommend that you send us a vector image, as this
would print at a high quality. Also, a pantone colour reference, would help us match the print to
the correct colour.  If we are printing a picture, we like a high resolution image, because your
image could appear pixelated or distorted if its low resolution.

Once it’s checked
Once you have checked the design scheme and you are happy with it, please contact us
confirming you approve the designs for manufacture and print.


